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Ousted Chabad leaders host
Shabbat, await court decision
JACQUELINE THOMSEN &
EVA PALMER
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITORS

As students ﬁled into the Virginia Avenue apartment complex’s
stairwell, they heard the loud hum of
Hebrew prayers and smelled chicken
soup.
More than 100 students gathered
inside the third-ﬂoor apartment Friday night, sitting at long tables lined
with folding chairs and bottles of
kosher Manischewitz wine. Though
Rabbi Yehuda, known as Yudi, and
Rivky Steiner have hosted Shabbat, or Sabbath, dinners for students
nearly every week since they moved
to Foggy Bottom six years ago, last
week’s event was different.
The Shabbat marked the ﬁrst
of the semester, but it also could be
one of the last that the Steiners are
allowed to host on behalf of GW

Chabad, the University’s chapter of
the Jewish life organization.
The couple, who have led the organization’s GW chapter since 2008,
were ﬁred last semester for violating their contract and were ordered
to leave campus. They refused to do
so, prompting a legal battle and a
groundswell of student support for
the Steiners.
During a prayer, Rabbi Yudi
Steiner thanked attendees for supporting his family’s stay at GW and
reminded them to face the adversities life brings.
“Find the difﬁcult parts of your
life and don’t run away,” he said.
“Challenge the challenges. When
you do, amazing things happen.”
Rabbi Levi Shemtov, who is the
top Chabad leader in D.C., ﬁred the
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Seven chapters have been
charged with hazing since
2013. Delta Gamma lost its
townhouse after being sanctions for hazing, and Tau
Kappa Epsilon’s GW chapter
was closed following an
investigation by GW.

Seven Greek organizations
slapped with sanctions

See CHABAD Page 6

EVA PALMER
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Two Greek chapters were recently
charged with hazing, according to the latest
round of updates to GW’s sanctions website,
bringing the number of organizations that
have been charged with that type of misconduct to seven since 2013.
Delta Gamma and Kappa Kappa Gamma were both charged with hazing last
month, which comes after Greek leaders
called for more details on the sanction website and a new process for sanctioning student organizations.
Tau Kappa Epsilon’s national organization also shut down its GW chapter last
week, which is the second fraternity to leave
campus in about a year.
In 2014, a total of 17 chapters were sanctioned for various violations and 10 chapters
are currently on disciplinary or social probation, according to GW’s list of student organi-
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Rabbi Yudi Steiner, above left, makes Challah and chicken soup with his family on
Thursday night as they prepare to welcome about 100 students into their home for
Shabbat dinner. Last week, D.C. Superior Court temporarily lifted a ban that had
prevented him and his wife from working within a one-mile radius of campus.

zations facing sanctions.
University ofﬁcials have repeatedly refused to provide information about the cases,
and University spokesman Kurtis Hiatt declined to give details about Delta Gamma’s
misconduct, dating back to November.
Delta Gamma lost its University townhouse after the sorority hosted unregistered
social events with alcohol, supplied alcohol
to minors and hazed members, according to
the online list. The group received a deferred
revocation of its chapter status until May 31,
2016.
Tau Kappa Epsilon’s chapter was shut
down after an investigation found “conduct
and patterns of behavior inconsistent with
the ideals, ambitions and expectations of
both organizations,” the international organization’s chief information ofﬁcer Alex Baker
said in an email.
He added that the fraternity “looks
See GREEKS Page 6

Looming debt burden could come at cost to growth
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COLLEEN MURPHY
NEWS EDITOR

The millions of dollars the University will have to spend on debt
payments over the next 30 years will
likely put hiring, scholarships and
future construction projects at risk, a
Faculty Senate report found.
The Faculty Senate’s ﬁnance
committee reviewed a report last
week that found the University’s
$1.66 billion debt load will come at
the cost of future growth. The report
explains that to focus on shrinking
its debt, ofﬁcials will have to usher
in a period of cutbacks.
Economics professor Donald
Parsons, who wrote the report as a
member of the Faculty Senate’s ﬁnance committee, concluded that if
the University followed a 20-year
“regime” to pay back the debt, ofﬁcials would have to use the equivalent of a quarter of its tuition revenue, about $150 million yearly.
That’s equal to hiring 75 tenured
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professors in a year or giving 2,500
students a full-ride scholarship. It’s
also about equal to the size of GW’s
ﬁnancial aid pool, about the cost of
its newest residence hall and the
amount the University brought in
through commercial rent last year.
“It was meant to illustrate how
massive the debt has become,” Parsons said. “That means things aren’t
going to be bought for students, faculty. But we’ll have the buildings –
that’s the offset.”
The report says the spending
diet would be worth it because then
the University would be free to invest in other areas in the future. Until that happens, Parsons said GW
will be in a holding pattern, which
is a problem for a school trying to
boost its reputation and compete
with more ﬁnancially well-off institutions.
Parsons said part of the problem with glitzy buildings like the
$275 million Science and Engineering Hall is that, by the time ofﬁcials
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ﬁnally do pay off the construction
costs, it will be time for another
round of updates.

If the aspirations that lie
behind the activities that
are financed by debt
are realized, then the
debt will have been a
good investment. If not,
not so much.
JOSEPH CORDES
GW Professor and Faculty Senate
Finance Committee Chair
“There’s no sensible way we
could pay it back over the lifetime of
the buildings they’re building,” Parsons said. “A massive renovation
would have to occur somewhere in
there.”
GW will pay $66 million this ﬁs-

- GW’s commercial rent revenue last year
GRAPHICS BY ANNA MCGARRIGLE | SENIOR DESIGNER

cal year to cover the interest on its
debt, the largest total yet and about
equal to the amount it can use from
its endowment every year. That
interest payment grew 16 percent
from the previous year.
The University’s debt load grew
again last summer when ofﬁcials
decided to take out $300 million in
new debt to help pay for construction projects and reﬁnance some
bonds. The funding plan for the
recently completed Science and Engineering Hall will also keep GW
making debt payments for the next
30 years after ofﬁcials failed to fundraise enough for construction costs.
Joseph Cordes, an economics
professor and the chair of the Faculty Senate’s ﬁnance committee, said
the “underlying question” is whether the activities ﬁnanced by debt,
like construction, are outweighed by
the other areas in which the money
could be spent.
“If the aspirations that lie behind the activities that are ﬁnanced

by debt are realized, then the debt
will have been a good investment. If
not, not so much,” Cordes said.
In a separate report Cordes presented to the Faculty Senate earlier
this month, he found the University’s net assets have also increased
more than 28 percent from ﬁscal
year 2010. Cordes said that is one indicator that GW is in “overall good
ﬁnancial shape.”
Still, operating expenses have
grown almost twice as fast as the
rate at which revenue increased
during ﬁscal year 2014, leaving
it without much of a “cushion,”
Cordes said. That thin margin has
also worried credit rating agencies,
which again warned ofﬁcials this
past summer that the strain of GW’s
debt load – coupled with its slowgrowing revenue – could lead to a
lower rating in the future. The University relies on tuition for about 60
See DEBT Page 6
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VISUALIZED

NETFLIX

by Anna McGarrigle

Does the rest of the world
binge watch “House of Cards”
as much as GW students?

Last year, Netﬂix users watched...

1.1 billion hours

800 million hours

of Netﬂix's
original series

of “NCIS” repeats

during the debut weekend of “House of Cards” Season 2

binge watched
all 13 episodes

that’s 670,000 people
watching

8.71 million hours
Source: CNN, Procera Networks

CRIME LOG
LIQUOR LAW VIOLATION/FALSE FIRE ALARM
Shenkman Hall
1/11/15 – 1:21 a.m.
Case closed

A ﬁre alarm went off and University police found
that an intoxicated student had activated the
alarm. He was assessed and transported to GW
Hospital for treatment.
Referred for disciplinary action

DRUG LAW VIOLATION/LIQUOR LAW VIOLATION
West Hall
1/12/15 – 8:30 p.m.
Case closed

Campus police responded to a report of a suspicious odor and a search found approximately
three grams of marijuana, drug paraphernalia,
and alcohol.
Referred for disciplinary action

UNLAWFUL ENTRY
Shenkman Hall
1/15/15 – 1:22 a.m.
Case closed

A previously barred homeless man was complaining of chest pains. Police barred him from
campus again and he was taken to the hospital
for treatment.
Subject barred
-Compiled by Ben Kershner
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A Coast Guardsman shares information with families at the Martin Luther King Jr. Day Parade and Peace Walk in Southeast D.C. Community
organizations, schools and local campaigns also participated in the event.

POPULAR LAST WEEK
1

MCFADDEN’S
SHUT DOWN

McFadden’s will not
reopen after a stabbing
left five people with
serious injuries. Some
community members
say the closing is best for
public safety. Still, other
students say they’ll miss
the campus watering hole.

2

TRANSFER
STUDENTS PAD
LAW SCHOOL’S
ENROLLMENT

ON GWHATCHET.COM

3

The GW Law School enrolled a
large first-year class this year, but
maintained its average GPA and
LSAT scores. The school also
brought in nearly 100 transfer
students, whose scores didn’t
affect those averages.

WORTH QUOTING

We feel like the students need
it. They can get lost in this
big school. They can find a
community and find their home,
and we’re their home.

STUDENT’S
DEATH RULED
ACCIDENTAL

William Gwathmey,
pronounced dead at GW
Hospital in September,
died from a lethal mix of
cocaine, oxycodone and
alcohol, according to a
recently filed report from
D.C.’s medical examiner.

THIS WEEK

Tuesday, Jan. 20

Establishing Justice in an
Imperfect Union

Hear from panelists, scholars and
community leaders as they discuss
justice in the United States at an
event hosted by the Multicultural
Student Services Center.
4:30 p.m. • Dorothy Betts Theatre

Thursday, Jan. 22

RIVKY STEINER, co-leader of GW Chabad
on what the organization brings to the GW’s
campus.

What Do We Owe One Another
as Citizens and Market Players?
Listen to Harvard University
philosopher Michael Sandel as he
discusses integrity and civility in
business.
6 p.m. • Lisner Auditorium

WATCH
ONLINE

2 percent
of users

“The Daily Show” correspondent Jordan
Klepper headlined Slate: The World College
Comedy Festival hosted by GW improv group
receSs. Video by Sarah Mann.

Wednesday, Jan. 21
Food Tank Summit

Participate in this two-day summit,
bringing together 75 speakers on food
waste, urban agriculture and farming.
8:30 a.m. • Jack Morton Auditorium

Friday, Jan. 23

Culturally Unbound: Scientific
Psychiatry, Norms and Human
Nature

Discuss human psychology with
Natalia Washington in her talk
about human nature and psychiatric
research.
4 p.m. • Ross Hall 227
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On smoke-filled Metro
train, alumnus helped
fellow passengers
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

OLIVIA HARDING | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER

GW acquired the Fillmore building, located in Georgetown, as part of the merger with the Corcoran College of
Art + Design. The University plans to sell the building for $14 million, and will use the money to fund renovations to the Corcoran’s 17th Street building.

With an eye on $14M sale,
realtors stress Fillmore’s history
MARY ELLEN MCINTIRE
NEWS EDITOR

Behind the Fillmore building’s rustic exterior and double-hung windows are rooms
with high ceilings and exposed
brick walls.
The windows allow light
to ﬂood into the classrooms
and laboratories throughout
the day, said Mark Lowham, a
managing partner at TTR Sotheby’s International Realty,
the ﬁrm tasked with selling the
122-year-old building in the
Georgetown neighborhood for
GW.
Lowham is part of a team
looking to make a $14 million
sale on the property, which the
University acquired last year
as part of its merger with the
Corcoran College of Art + Design. GW expects to start entertaining offers for the Fillmore,
which has a $2.4 million mortgage, in April. Students will

continue to take classes in the
building until the end of the
spring semester.
Lowham said the historic
building will likely attract potential buyers with varying
ideas for how to use the space.
“The future potential use
covers a wide range of opportunities, which we ﬁnd very
interesting,” Lowham said. “It
could lend itself as an independent school, charter school or
an institutional type of use, but
it’s also zoned for residential
use.”
The money that GW hopes
to make from the sale would
cover about 18 percent of the
total costs to renovate the
Corcoran’s 17th Street building, where a majority of Corcoran classes are held. University
President Steven Knapp said
last summer that it would cost
about $80 million to fully renovate the about 115-year-old
building.

Ofﬁcials have said that the
University plans to spend $25
million on the ﬁrst phase of
renovations to ﬁx a leaky roof
and outdated heating and cooling systems. GW received $43
million from the college, most
of which will help cover renovations, and also started fundraising to pay for the rest of the
costs.
TTR Sotheby’s will have its
ofﬁces across the world market the property, which could
make for a more competitive
bidding process, Lowham said.
The company released information online about the
building last week, including
ﬂoor plans, photos and a video tour led by trustee Cynthia
Steele Vance, who is the host of
the Washington Luxury Channel.
“The opportunities for this
property are endless,” she says

See FILLMORE Page 5

Jonathan Rogers wasn’t supposed to be on the Yellow Line
last Monday afternoon. He accidentally hopped on what he
thought was a Green Line train.
“It was bad luck from the beginning,” he said.
But shortly after his train left
the platform at L’Enfant Plaza,
the Trachtenberg School of Public
Policy and Public Administration
alumnus would experience one
of Metro’s biggest crises in years.
Rogers said his train was
only a short distance from the
platform before it stopped suddenly and smoke began to seep
through the doors. The conductor told passengers to stay in
place and that the train would go
back to the platform, but when it
attempted to move, it couldn’t.
“The dark smoke got thicker and thicker,” Rogers said.
“I could sit in my seat and not
struggle too much to breathe, but
pretty quickly I started trying to
get lower because the air was better lower.”
One passenger on Rogers’
car, Carol Glover, struggled to
breathe more than others, Rogers
said. He said he and others performed CPR and gave her water,
but she eventually lost consciousness.
“This guy in back of me
scooped her up and headed toward the back of the train,” Rogers said.
Glover was pronounced
dead at GW Hospital that day.
The D.C. Ofﬁce of the Chief Medical Examiner ruled her death
accidental Thursday, identifying
the cause as acute respiratory failure due to smoke exposure, the
Washington Post reported.
Rogers said passengers took
care of one another during the
incident, sharing inhalers and encouraging each other to lie down
on the ﬂoor to avoid breathing in
the fumes.
More than an hour later, they
ﬁled out of the car and walked
back to the platform, where they
were met by ﬁrst responders.

Eighty-three people were sent
to area hospitals, including GW
Hospital. Two were in critical
condition.
Rogers, a District Department of Transportation employee, has since received
widespread attention from media outlets. D.C. Mayor Muriel
Bowser tweeted her thanks to
him Tuesday morning.
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JACQUELINE THOMSEN

The dark smoke
got thicker and
thicker... Pretty
quickly I started
trying to get lower
because the air
was better lower.
JONATHAN ROGERS
GW Alumnus

Ofﬁcials say the incident was
caused by an “electrical arcing”
event, which began when an object hit the Metro’s high-voltage
third rail. The National Transportation Safety Board is conducting
an investigation of the incident,
and D.C. Fire and EMS released
an initial report Saturday.
Rogers earned his master’s
degree in public policy with a
focus on urban policy from the
Trachtenberg School in 2011. He
now analyzes budgets for the
city’s transportation department
and works on local projects from
clarifying street signs to setting
regulations for food trucks.
Kathryn Newcomer, the director of the Trachtenberg School
of Public Policy and Public Administration, said she was excited
to hear about Rogers’ role in the
incident.
“We are so very proud of Jonathan,” she said. “He was a star
student and now he is one of our
star alumni public servants.”

Colonial Health Center opening paves way for peer-support
ALLISON KOWALSKI
& JACQUELINE THOMSEN
NEWS EDITORS

The
University’s
Colonial
Health Center opened last week, but
now the focus has shifted to how
students and ofﬁcials will get GW’s
newest counseling program – which
will likely be housed in the space –
off the ground.
Over the next several months, a
group of students and ofﬁcials will
decide where they will house a peersupport hotline, how much funding
the program will receive, how to
train student volunteers and how to
market the resource.
Student Association President
Nick Gumas, who has acted as the
hotline’s advocate since he ﬂoated
the idea during his campaign last
year, said GW will look to launch a
pilot program with up to six student
volunteers trained to man phones.
“My priority is just making sure
this happens,” Gumas said.
He said during that phase, two
students would likely work at a
time. There’s no timeline for the pilot yet, but he said ofﬁcials plan to
have the details ironed out by the
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The new Colonial Health Center opened at the start of this semester and will
house both Student Health Service and the University Counseling Center.
Featuring tinted windows and waiting rooms separated from the main entrance, the center is designed to protect students’ privacy.

end of the semester.
Gumas said he ideally would

like the program to be housed within the health center so the counsel-

ing staff can be directly available to
hotline operators. Ofﬁcials already
know that they will recruit psychology and public health majors, he
added.
“I’m not worried about recruiting because we go to such a large
school and we’re a very community service oriented student body
and, of course, we have majors and
schools that parallel with this type
of work,” Gumas said.
He’s now also pressed to lay
down as much of the program’s
foundation as possible, since he will
transition out of his post this spring
and hand the program’s completion
over to his successor.
He said he envisions the hotline
as a resource that students can use
anonymously to vent about a bad
test grade, roommate conﬂicts or
troubles ﬁnding other mental health
resources on campus.
Gumas said the volunteerbased program’s main cost will be
expenses associated with a staff supervisor. Gumas said either a current employee will be asked to split
his or her time overseeing the program among other duties or a new
clinician will be hired.

Nance Roy, medical director of
the Jed Foundation, is now evaluating GW’s campus as part of a
nationwide survey her organization is conducting with the Clinton
Foundation. GW’s ﬁrst grade is still
pending, but Roy said she predicts
it will score well with the health
center’s move and plans for a peersupport program.
“Frankly, the research shows
over 90 percent of the time students
say if students want to talk about
a mental health issue, they go to a
peer,” Roy said. “If a school wants
to be successful providing a mental
health service, a peer-support program is key.”
As University and student leaders prepare to piece together the
program, Roy said the top priority
a school can set during this time is
continuity. Since students typically
are only in college for four years, she
said the largest investment should
be made in making sure volunteers
are trained consistently and are of a
similar caliber every year.
University Counseling Center

See HEALTH Page 5

Officials dismiss rumors of potential Sodexo cutbacks
ALLISON KOWALSKI
NEWS EDITOR

After J Street workers received
an email from Sodexo that layoffs
were inevitable because of GWmandated cutbacks, ofﬁcials say the
University is actually not trimming
catering services.
Sodexo told UNITE HERE,
which represents J Street employees,
that the company will have to lay off
two workers and overhaul the catering department’s structure. Though
the University has scaled back
spending after a $20 million budget
shortfall last year, Senior Associate
Vice President for Operations Alicia
Knight said GW isn’t formally cutting back catering services.
Knight said departments across
campus had been asked to cut costs,
but that no order to discontinue catering services had been made. She
emphasized that Sodexo and the
University are two separate entities,
and said GW has not told the company to make changes to the dining
program or ﬁre any employees.
“Sodexo is responsible for managing the dining operations and

makes its own independent business decisions on matters such as
stafﬁng levels and work schedules
that the University is not a party to,”
Knight said.
The Sodexo email, sent to union
representatives in December, stated
that starting Jan. 12, the two employees who work at the Simply-ToGo market section of J Street will be
ﬁred. The email also stated that Sodexo would only give catering jobs
to its most senior employees, placing others on standby as needed.
Previously, there had been a separate catering staff.
Sarah Jacobson, the lead organizer of UNITE HERE, said none of
the changes or ﬁrings have yet been
made. Jacobson said she has not
heard from Sodexo ofﬁcials since
the email, but she has asked them
whether the company will continue
to cater GW events and how many
workers will be laid off.
Jacobson said she worries it’s
just a matter of time until she hears
about layoffs, since Sodexo has followed through on their email directives in the past.
“The company told us they were
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Many J Street employees are on edge after Sodexo told their labor union the
company needs to lay off two workers. Despite a $20 million budget shortfall, the University said they aren’t cutting catering services.

going to do these layoffs. Normally,
they go ahead and do it. We’re try-

ing to tell them, ‘The way you’re doing it is wrong. You’re not respecting

the time and years [J Street employees] spent working,’” Jacobson said.
Last year, Sodexo cut workers’
hours from 40 hours a week to 30
and laid off about 10 employees,
several workers said.
Jacobson said she knows changes are coming, but that she cannot
formally ﬁle grievances against the
company until action is taken. While
she is waiting to hear back, Jacobson
has worked with the GW Progressive Student Union to build support
across campus for J Street workers.
After they were contacted by
the union at the end of last semester,
Cavan Kharrazian, a member of the
Progressive Student Union’s coordinating committee, said the group’s
members immediately posted a
petition online to spread the word
about what was happening. As of
Monday, the petition had received
650 signatures from students, faculty, staff, workers and some community activists.
Though the directive did
not come from the University,
Kharrazian said it should be held

See J STREET Page 5
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What the University won't talk about this week
Whether officials are concerned that seven chapters have been charged with hazing since 2013 (p. 1)
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As for me, you’ll find me literally
anywhere else.

–Opinions WRITER DAVID MENI, on the closing of popular campus bar McFadden’s • Jan. 17

Staff Editorial

GW’s information lockdown presents disturbing trend
The Hatchet’s editorial board
loves to ask for transparency from
the University. We wanted transparency when the University rebranded itself, after the now-infamous U.S. News & World Report
rankings scandal and, most recently, we called for it when GW’s plan
for disciplining groups seemed
lackluster.
These are not unreasonable
requests. And yet, year after year,
we remain frustrated with a lack
of communication from the powers that be. (Want regular proof
that GW is tight-lipped? Check
the top of this page to see what
the University wouldn’t talk about
this week. We haven’t left that spot
blank yet this volume.)
Lately, we’ve seen another
version of this trend: On numerous occasions, GW has decided
to cut off the flow of information
when circumstances took a turn
for the worse. While this is an understandable reaction, it is hurting
student trust more than maintaining an image, and it reduces everyone’s ability to find joint solutions.
For example, last week, University spokesman Kurtis Hiatt
said rather than release complete
numbers from the Eco-challenge,
GW’s signature sustainability
competition, the University will
only name this year’s top five most
successful halls. Hiatt declined to
say if that decision was because
most halls last year overwhelmingly increased their energy and
water consumption.
That seems like a petty example, but alongside other recent stories, one starts to notice a
concerning pattern. Not only did
the University decide to stop re-

leasing donation numbers for the
Science and Engineering Hall last
semester – after which we found
out fundraising had plummeted – but in recent years, it also
stopped listing the number of
campus thefts in its annual crime
report following an uptick.
It’s understandable that the
University has no interest in
publicizing bad news. But attempts to constantly control our
school’s image shouldn’t get out
of hand. Right now, the University is withholding pieces of innocuous information, and that’s
unnecessary. That’s probably to
avoid a potential public relations
headache, but it’s ridiculous to
think that a headache could be so
terribly painful.
On the contrary, it’s useful
for students to have information
about issues like sustainability
and crime. An increase in campus
theft isn’t likely to cause students
to leave GW en masse, or deplete
future application numbers. Plenty of schools have high crime rates
and still maintain good reputations: UCLA, UC Berkeley and
Duke University, for example,
took the top three spots on Business Insider’s list of the most dangerous colleges in 2012.
Making
less-than-flattering
information accessible might actually be beneficial to GW in the
long run: It would provide an
opportunity to turn communitywide problems into partnerships
between the University and its students and faculty.
For example, by telling students which dorms performed
poorly in the Eco-challenge, GW
could incentivize those residents

to go green. And it could use complete theft numbers to encourage
students to not leave their belongings unattended. These “problems” are a result of student action,
or lack thereof, and it only makes
sense that students should be
called on to implement solutions.
As for professors, they had
voiced concerns for years that the
administration’s funding plan for
the construction of SEH wasn’t going to work. Instead of taking that
into account, though, the University barreled ahead, resulting in a
legitimate public relations nightmare when officials came up short
on fundraising and had to adjust
their plans.
Like students, professors can
be helpful and contribute insight
to help solve problems before it’s
too late. Their voices shouldn’t be
silenced because an institution is
overly wary of bad press.
Instead of hiding the truth,
GW should issue challenges with
the hope that both students and
professors rise to the occasion.

Transparency must extend to
times of reaction

The idea that running a university will always go smoothly is
hysterical. It’s a job so complicated
that it’s unreasonable for anyone
to expect perfection every minute
of every day. So when bad things
happen, the University should not
pretend like it can hide the cracks –
especially when those flaws have
already been exposed.
We don’t mean GW should
send out a press release every time
something goes poorly. That’s unreasonable to ask of any organization. But admitting when some-

thing has gone wrong or gotten
out of control is an important part
of being an open, reliable institution. When students start asking
questions, we need to be given
straight answers.
For instance, when the University announced that all students would be required to live
on campus through their junior
years, University President Steven
Knapp told The Hatchet in an interview that the decision wasn’t
motivated by financial concerns.
Simply put, that’s absurd, and
came off as an ill-advised dodge of
a question.
And when asked why theft
numbers would no longer be listed
in the annual crime report, former
UPD Chief Kevin Hay said, “We’re
trying to make it more user-friendly, and we thought it was too long
before.” In both of these instances,
the response from a high-ranking,
publicly visible administrator was
disconcerting at best and patronizing at worst.
If this were any other institution, we might be able to shrug
off these instances. But this isn’t
just a business. It’s our university, to which we’ve pledged four
of our formative years, entrusted our educational development
and promised our lifelong affiliation. We expect our relationship with this place to involve
more than just a monetary transaction.
For that reason, it’s essential
there’s some semblance of mutual trust and respect between
GW and its students. It means
an increased willingness to let
us in – during the good times
and the bad.

An end to the confusion
about 2020 K St. classes
draws near
by Juliana Kogan

With the announcement last
week that this semester will
be the last for classes held
in the 2020 K St. building,
students may feel a bit
confused after finally
determining its location.
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unacceptable that some professors
don’t know where to direct students who confide in them about
sexual assault or, if they are leaders in their departments, that they
should tell their students they are
mandatory reporters.

Sarah Blugis
Contributing
Opinions Editor
This lack of information isn’t
the University’s fault. Faculty already receive emails about sexual
assault resources, and GW’s 20page sexual harassment policy
outlines a professor’s role in responding to assaults. There is no
excuse for professors to lose those
emails or neglect to read a 20-page
policy.
It wouldn’t be acceptable for
students to disregard a professor’s
email, or avoid doing the hundreds of pages of reading we’re
assigned to complete each week –
and that’s just about getting a good
grade. When professors avoid

their responsibilities, they are putting students in real danger.
If members of the Faculty
Senate thought professors needed
more guidance from GW, they
should have pushed for it: better
training, flowcharts, pamphlets
– whatever they considered necessary. A small committee of students and faculty has just proposed some of these ideas, and
that’s a good start. So far, though,
professors have blamed the University for its complex, confusing
sexual assault procedures without actually demanding better
resources.

Professors have blamed
the University for its
complex, confusing
sexual assault
procedures without
actually demanding
better resources.
For many students, faculty
become their mentors, advisers
and friends. We aren’t children,
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S

ometimes – a lot of the time,
if you’re me – it feels like the
moment something ends is
the same moment you finally learn how to do it properly.
Unsurprisingly, school has been no
different. I’m kicking off my final
semester at GW and suddenly, finally, I’m starting to feel like I’ve got
this whole school thing figured out.
Amid all the advice I know freshmen are getting right now, here are
a couple off-beat, lesser-known tips
from someone who’s been there and
finally knows better.

Robin
Jones Kerr
Opinions Editor
1. Embrace the kooky professors

In the past year or so, I’ve found
immense joy in the kooky, disorganized kind of professors I once
scorned for their blatant disregard
for organization. Rather than labeling a class as pointless and pulling
out my laptop, I sit back with a notebook, prepared to let the bizarre,
rambling lecture wash over me.
Yeah, I may not be able to perfectly
outline the information the textbook says I should’ve learned that
day, but listening to a highly intelligent professor chat enthusiastically
about his or her area of expertise is
often even more rewarding.

1

2. Simplify student group search

Convinced that it was my last
shot at making friends, I panicked
as sophomore year approached. I
wound up going to a dozen general
body meetings for student organizations those first few weeks of the
semester and finding each group
interesting, but not committing in
any real way. Instead, I should have
launched myself fully into just one
organization that suited my interests. Student groups are what you
make of them, and you can’t expect
that a lackluster commitment will
make you any lifelong friends. So
if you’re on the fence about which
group to join, just take a leap and
commit. It’ll be a far more sensible
use of your time.

2

3. Go random sophomore year

Faculty: Be proactive and learn sexual assault policies

t the beginning of each
semester, it seems like
professors spend a fair
amount of time scolding us. Maybe we didn’t read
the syllabus correctly, neglected
to buy our books on time or overslept because our internal clocks
haven’t yet adjusted from winter
break to school.
That’s because on the surface
level, our professors are here to
keep us in line. But during our
time at GW, they do so much
more. It’s a two-way street: We
work hard, respect their time and
value their knowledge, while they
facilitate our education and help
us when we ask. Recently, though,
it’s become clear that some of our
professors aren’t holding up their
end of the bargain.
Three top faculty members
recently said they were unaware
they had a legal obligation to report sexual assault allegations
made by students. These professors, members of the Faculty Senate, expressed concerns that their
colleagues also might be unsure
about what to do.
It’s very scary and completely

Four notes to
my freshmanyear self

but we certainly depend on them
to help us if they can – especially
since many professors enjoy talking with students and getting to
know them.
Of course, when a survivor
discloses his or her experience, it
can be uncomfortable and upsetting – particularly if professors
don’t know how to respond. For
that very reason, faculty should
jump at any opportunity to learn
how to better talk to students. This
scenario would be less intimidating if professors were prepared.
As the primary authority
figures with whom we come in
contact on a daily basis, faculty
members need to take their responsibilities – especially when
it comes to sexual assault – just
as seriously as they expect us to
take ours. “I didn’t know there
was a test today” isn’t an excuse for failing. So that means “I
didn’t know what to tell my student about sexual assault” isn’t
an excuse, either.
—Sarah Blugis, a junior majoring
in political communication, is The
Hatchet’s contributing
opinions editor.
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The other part that’s scary about
the fast-approaching end of freshman year is the process of figuring
out where you’re going to live sophomore year. Somehow, I wound up
living in The West End with three
– count ‘em, three – randomly assigned sorority members.
I was a bit wary of this arrangement to say the least. But when I
think back, I realize I actually had
sort of a wacky, fun time that year.
Not living with my friends meant
my room was my own. And although it may seem like social suicide to end up with “randoms”
sophomore year, it might not always
be as bad as they say. I was placed
with people I thought were my polar opposites and found it to be the
very thing that made my year enjoyable.

3

4. Pick a hobby and commit to it

This last one, I’ll admit, is something I know to be true but still have
yet to fully master: Find something
specific you do just for yourself that
boosts your morale.
I’ve only recently started to
learn that you need to set aside one
particular activity that you love and
make sure you get to do it consistently. It’s why people have hobbies
– a concept that seems to be forgotten in college. Yours can be anything – whatever activity unrelated
to school or work you most enjoy.
Scheduling time to get your spirit
back is a great way to keep on keeping on for the rest of the semester.
—Robin Jones Kerr, a senior majoring
in journalism, is The Hatchet’s
opinions editor.
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Director Silvio Weisner said to help students settle into the new space, no changes
to mental health services will be made for
now.
“During this important transition, it is
important to maintain stability and continuity, especially given that this major move
has occurred in the middle of an academic
year,” Weisner said.
Training for volunteer programs can
range from one eight-hour session to a ﬁveday program to a course for credit. Students
will go through “gatekeeper training,”
in which volunteers learn how to identify signs that a student needs professional
help, Roy said.
“For students, that’s the scariest part.
You don’t want to miss anything. You don’t
have a visual and you’re not seeing a person on a regular weekly basis for psychotherapy, so you don’t necessarily know
is this their baseline or is there something
wrong,” Roy said. “Being able to think
quickly and rely on your training, whether
it’s a little cheat sheet next to your phone, I
think those are some of the challenges.”
Darcy Gruttadaro, the director of the
Child & Adolescent Action Center at the
National Alliance on Mental Illness, said
GW’s move to centralize health resources
is in line with national trends to eliminate
not just social stigmas surrounding mental
health care, but to break barriers within the
medical community.
“Mental health care has historically
been seen as the ugly stepchild in the ﬁeld,
but mental health care is part of your overall health care,” Gruttadaro said. “So the
idea that mental health in one setting and
all other [medical care] in another is antiquated and not in line with the idea of looking at the whole person.”

J Street
workers fear
layoffs
From Page 3
accountable because the decisions GW
makes internally trickle down and affect Sodexo employee’s jobs.
“We believe that mismanagement
on the side of GW’s administration
should not have to fall on the backs of
community members that have been
here for a long time and are part of our
community,” Kharrazian said.
The petition, addressed to Knight
and University President Steven
Knapp, claims the fact that the notice
came right as winter break began “signals a signiﬁcant lack of University
transparency and student involvement
in the decision-making process.”
The Progressive Student Union has
a history of supporting J Street and
Pelham Commons workers on campus:
Kharrazian said his organization is trying to create momentum
through the petition and gather student support.
“There are no steps of public display from the administration or Sodexo about trying to actively save
these jobs or promote living wage jobs
for the dining hall,” he said. “Right
now the ball is in their court.”

CHASE SMITH
HATCHET REPORTER

The English department is
merging two of its strongest concentrations to lure top students
to apply to GW.
The department, known for
its expertise in disability and
LGBT studies, is looking to newer faculty to blend the two topics
into a common subject area.
Robert McRuer, who chairs
the English department, said he
was the ﬁrst scholar to combine
LGBT studies with disability
studies and call it “crip theory.”
The theory looks at the histories
of and issues within the LGBT
and disabled communities,
which have both faced marginalization. “Crip” is a term that
people with disabilities have “reclaimed,” he said.
“The histories of the two
ﬁelds have been entirely wedded,” he said. “Many schools
have both, but we’re combining
them. We hope that it will build
on existing strengths at GW.”
McRuer said GW is the ﬁrst
English department in the country to fuse disability and LGBT
studies into one discipline, and
prospective graduate students
are noticing.
That could help the department’s graduate enrollment
grow. GW enrolled 48 graduate
English students last year, two
more students than in 2012.
David Mitchell, the department’s director of graduate
studies, said bringing the two
subjects together was a way to
approach a new interdisciplinary ﬁeld.
“The primary idea was to
address an emerging interest in
intersectionality studies – the
ways in which we all occupy
multiple identities – while also
drawing on the existing historical, literary and cultural expertise of our faculty,” Mitchell said.

KATIE CAUSEY | HATCHET STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
The English department, led by Robert McRuer, will offer a new master’s degree specialization in “crip theory,”
which merges LGBT studies with disabilities studies.

The primary idea was to address an emerging interest in
intersectionality studies – the ways in which we all occupy
multiple identities – while also drawing on the existing
historical, literary and cultural expertise of our faculty.
DAVID MITCHELL
Director of the English Department’s Graduate Studies
Combining the two disciplines is a way to honor “two
socially marginalized populations,” he said, and look at
how their history and culture
can add to a rigorous academic
program.
The department has worked
with GW’s Ofﬁce of Diversity
and Inclusion to sponsor a disability studies event in the last
few years.
M.W. Bychowski, a transgender woman who is complet-

in the video. “They range from residential
development to a private school.”
The Fillmore was ﬁrst built for D.C.
Public Schools, and then became an arts
center for nearby schools. The Corcoran
bought the building from the city in 1998.
Its patina – a thin, protective layer
on the facade – and circular turret on the
northwest corner are features that buyers
will not ﬁnd on newer buildings, Lowham said.
The 54,000-square-foot building sits
on an acre and a half of land, which Lowham said makes it even more unique to
the area. Located between 34th and 25th
streets in Georgetown, it sits near a row of
townhouses, but is also just a block away
from a Safeway grocery store.
“They create a very unique environment that I think will appeal to a wide
range of users. And despite the fact that
its a 19th-century building, it has been
maintained exceedingly well,” he said.
But because the Fillmore might be
more difficult to maintain, with its aging, exposed brick walls, some buyers

the department has increased
advertising for the specialization online and emailed disability studies information. Some
interested students have had a
chance to talk with students now
attending GW.
Professors have also talked
about the area of strength at
professional conferences, like
the Modern Language Association Convention that was
held in Vancouver earlier this
month.

Finance office employee remembered as
‘avid dancer,’ admired by co-workers

She was going to
teach aquatic Zumba
classes. She wanted
to develop something
in the pool for old
people since we’re all
headed that way.

COLLEEN MURPHY
NEWS EDITOR

Nancy Bannister, a longtime
employee of the University’s ﬁnance ofﬁce and a lifelong dancer, died Dec. 27. She was 54 years
old.
Nancy Bannister was diagnosed with a “really rare” form
of bile duct cancer on Jan. 3, 2013,
her sister, Laura Bannister, said.
She worked in GW’s ﬁnance ofﬁce for more than 15 years, most
recently as a budgetary control
analyst, the Washington Post reported.
Laura Bannister described
her younger sister as an “avid
dancer” who was known for her
curly hair and wide smile.
“We were always best
friends,” said Laura Bannister,
who called her sister “Boo.”
Nancy Bannister loved cooking, music and was a certiﬁed
Zumba instructor.
“She was going to teach
aquatic Zumba classes. She
wanted to develop something
in the pool for old people since
we’re all headed that way,” Laura Bannister said.
She said her sister also
loved her work at GW and her
co-workers “covered her back”
while she was sick.
“Her employees in her
group got her a laptop so she

LAURA BANNISTER
Sister

PHOTO COURTESY OF LAURA BANNISTER
Nancy Bannister, a dancer and Zumba instructor, worked in the University’s finance office for more than 15 years. She died of bile duct cancer
on Dec. 27.

could work at home. They spoke
with her every day without fail,
not to just talk about work but
to ask how she was doing. They

For sale: Corcoran’s
Fillmore building
From Page 3

ing a dissertation for her Ph.D.
on transgender people in the
Middle Ages, said the combination of subjects focuses on both
individuals’ and groups’ hardships.
“What characterizes myself, my project and crip/queer
studies is not only an attention
to the uniqueness of particular
persons but the movement that
turns from individual to collective struggles,” Bychowski said.
Over the past two months,

''

From Page 3

GW combines LGBT and disability studies

''

Officials
plan for
counseling
hotline
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could be discouraged, said Itzhak BenDavid, an assistant professor of finance
who researches real estate at the Ohio
State University’s Fisher College of
Business.
The best way to capitalize on selling
the property is to ﬁnd potential buyers
who appreciate historic buildings and
can stomach the long process of renovations, Ben-David said.
“These factors reduce the price of
the value in the eyes of the investor,” he
said. “On the other hand, old buildings
have some charm and are unique and are
sometimes landmarks, which increases
the value.”
The Corcoran put the Fillmore on the
market in 2010 and signed a purchase and
sale agreement with a company that had
planned to build mid-market condominiums on the site, but the deal fell through
about a month later.
GW’s agreement with the Corcoran
stipulates that funds from the sale of the
Fillmore building will support the arts
school, which GW renamed the Corcoran School of the Arts and Design this
year.

checked on me and would bring
over food,” Laura Bannister said.
“I’ve never known such a generous workplace.”

Vice President for University Human Resources Sabrina
Ellis described Nancy Bannister
as having “a genuine smile and
sunny disposition” in a message
to administrators.
Nancy Bannister was born
in Baltimore and lived in Burke,
Va. Before coming to GW, she
graduated from George Mason
University with a degree in economics.
She had held a series of odd
jobs, like running the elevator
inside the Washington Monument and conducting Fourth of
July ﬁreworks shows, according
to her obituary. She also worked
at the National Park Service and
student-loan company Sallie
Mae, the Post reported.
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GW: 10 Greek chapters on disciplinary, social probation
From Page 1
forward” to returning to
the area in the future, but
declined to comment further on the chapter ’s closing.
Hank Nuwer, a hazing
prevention expert, said
sanctioning Greek-letter
organizations after hazing can help crack down
on bad behavior across
campus.
“Sanctioning the offenders, especially repeat
offenders, gives a sort of
university stamp-of-approval on the many Greek
fraternity and sorority
chapters that operate in
blameless fashion,” he
said. “From the university
and international fraternity perspective, getting rid
of a bad chapter reduces
liability and keeps skyrocketing insurance rates

for houses from flying upward, ever upward.”
Center for Student
Engagement
Director
Tim Miller declined to
comment on whether he
thinks there is an overall
trend concerning Greek
organization behavior.
“We prefer to work
collaboratively with national organizations anytime there is a concern
with a chapter and share
as much as is appropriate about situations with
the governing councils,”
Miller said.
Miller said the University is working with the
housing office to determine which chapter will
move into Delta Gamma’s
former townhouse, and
students who had been
living in the townhouse
were moved to other

buildings on campus. He
added that Tau Kappa Epsilon’s townhouse, across
from the Smith Center,
was owned by the fraternity.
Delta Gamma’s national president, Stacia
Rudge Skoog, said the organization is “committed
to working with the chapter to return them to good
standing on campus and
with the fraternity.”
At least five other sororities and fraternities
have lost their University
townhouses since 2011.
In December, Beta
Theta Pi and Delta Tau
Delta were both placed
on social probation and
given written warnings
after holding unregistered
social events with alcohol.
Kappa Kappa Gamma
was put on disciplin-

ary probation that same
month for hazing and underage drinking.
Elizabeth Bailey, national vice president of
Kappa Kappa Gamma,
said the national organization is working with
GW and the local chapter
“to use this time to focus
on values-based education.”
“While we expect all
members to adhere to the
high standards of behavior advocated by Kappa
Kappa Gamma, sometimes individuals make
inappropriate
choices
that do not meet our standards,” Bailey said.
In November, Phi Sigma Kappa was also put
on social probation and
disciplinary probation for
holding an unregistered
social event with alcohol,

as well as for non-compliance, which the student
code of conduct describes
as not cooperating with
University officials like
University Police Department officers or other administrators in the Division of Student Affairs.
Pi Kappa Phi was put
on social probation and
disciplinary probation in
the same month for disorderly conduct and underage drinking.
The
presidents
of
Beta Theta Pi, Phi Sigma
Kappa, Tau Kappa Epsilon and Delta Gamma did
not return requests for
comment. Presidents of
Pi Kappa Phi, Delta Tau
Delta and Kappa Kappa
Gamma declined to comment.
Interfraternity Council President Tim Stack-

house declined to comment on the sanctions.
Panhellenic Association
President Mollie Bowman
did not return requests
for comment.
GW shut down its Alpha Epsilon Pi chapter
last January, though some
students who were in the
chapter continued operating because the international organization, which
governs Alpha Epsilon Pi
chapters, still recognized
the members. The organization announced last
week that the chapter was
officially suspended, saying “any individuals or
group of individuals that
are currently representing
themselves as Alpha Epsilon Pi are not authorized
to do so.”
—Brandon Lee contributed
reporting.

As building boom slows, faculty consider debt repayment
From Page 1
percent of its revenue.
Making debt payments
will take away money that
could have been spent on other important areas, affecting
“pretty much everything,”
said John Wiley, an education
professor at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison who specializes in higher education
ﬁnance.
“Everything will be hampered by the huge debt burden,” Wiley said. “The opportunity cost is pretty much
everything the university
does – student scholarships,
hiring and retaining highquality faculty, seeding new
research efforts and maintaining the buildings they’ve
already got.”
As universities like GW
invest in building high-quality facilities to compete for
the best students, Wiley said
“a lot of schools” will face the
same issues down the line as
they pay for those projects.
GW’s construction boom
began under former University President Stephen Joel
Trachtenberg, who looked
to elevate the school’s reputation by adding top-notch
buildings to lure students.

Though buildings may
put a ﬁnancial strain on
schools, some experts say
they’re worth it because facilities are what potential students and hires ﬁrst see. Most
of GW’s current debt stems
from the construction boom
that has evolved over the past
several years.
“It’s not just housing it’s
the entire experience. Students come from high schools
and they’re looking at where
they want to go to school,
they want the whole picture,”
Trachtenberg said.
Executive Vice President
and Treasurer Lou Katz declined to say whether GW
will take out more debt down
the line.
“The University takes a
long-term view of its ﬁnancial
strategy and will continue to
focus on areas that make GW
a great institution,” Katz said.
For the past several years,
the University’s debt strategy
has centered on only paying
back the money it owes for
the annual interest payments
on its debt. That means GW
hasn’t made a dent in the actual money it owes, though
ofﬁcials say that’s acceptable
because they are taking advantage of historically low

interest rates.
Ann McCorvey, deputy
vice president and treasurer,
said she did not understand
“the linkage” between GW’s
debt payments and its other
expenses.
Dennis Jones, the president of the National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems said
schools should dedicate portions of their budgets each
year to make upgrades to
buildings, as raising money
down the line for major renovations is a nearly impossible
task for fundraisers.
“Fundraising for renewal
of buildings is really hard.
And once it’s got a name, it’s
hard to go get money to renew a building that already
has somebody else’s name on
it,” Jones said.
The University has
historically struggled to
land large gifts for building projects, though the
tide started to turn when
it received a combined $80
million gift for the public
health school from philanthropists Sumner Redstone
and Michael Milken last
March.
But Jennifer Delaney, an
assistant professor in higher

HATCHET FILE PHOTO
Economics professor Donald Parsons, who wrote a report that the Faculty Senate finance committee
reviewed on Friday, found that once the University starts paying back its $1.66 billion debt load,
other areas of growth will be put on hold.

education policy at the University of Illinois at Urbana –
Champaign, said buying into
the “higher education arms
race” can be tricky for schools
like GW, which don’t have
endowments nearly as large
as more prestigious schools.

Northwestern University, a
peer school, has an endowment ﬁve times the size of
GW’s.
“There’s constant need
for upgrading and needing
new facilities and the newest, nicest lab space. Once

you engage with that, you
can’t ever stop,” Delaney
said. “GW is an institution
that stands out as really
aggressively going after
building of campus and
amenities to move it into
that marketplace.”

Students rally around fired GW Chabad leaders
From Page 1
Steiners in August, claiming that Yudi Steiner was
in breach of his contract
for failing to provide Shemtov with updates on
GW Chabad activities,
work required hours in
the D.C. Chabad ofﬁces or
share information about ﬁnancial donations given to
the organization and the
couple.
The couple has operated independently – relying on alumni and student
donations instead of their
Chabad salary – throughout
the fall semester. Students
began to rally together in
the past several weeks as
the complaints made their
way to D.C. Superior Court.

Creating a community

Students say the Steiners have been an integral
part of the Jewish community at GW, taking students
out for coffee, hosting dinners at their home or in the
Chabad lounge every week,
and teaching classes about
Judaism.
After they were ﬁred as
the leaders of GW Chabad,
students and alumni gathered support for the couple,
creating a petition that has
now collected almost 1,500
signatures.
Those students celebrated Thursday when a
judge granted the Steiners
a temporary stay, allowing

them to continue their work
until the next hearing at
D.C. Superior Court, which
is scheduled for Tuesday.
The court put a hold on the
previous decision to ban
the couple from working
within a one-mile radius
of campus for the next two
years.
Rivky Steiner said she
and her husband’s only
goals are to remain with the
students and provide guidance.
“We feel like the students need it,” she said.
“They can get lost in this
big school. They can ﬁnd a
community and ﬁnd their
home, and we’re their
home.”
She said when students
live away from home for the
ﬁrst time, they can either
lose touch with their faith
or they may be inspired to
explore it on a deeper level,
and she said she hopes that
she and Yudi Steiner can offer resources to help those
seeking advice.
She added that while it
was still possible that her
husband will be replaced
by another rabbi or they
will move to another community, the outpouring of
support they have received
since news of their legal
woes broke has encouraged
them to stay in place for the
foreseeable future.
“It’s more about what
we have right now,” she
said. “And we can’t leave it

JORDAN MCDONALD | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER

Rabbi Yudi and Rivky Steiner hosted a Friday Shabbat dinner, something they’ve done every
week since coming to GW six years ago. Last week’s event, though, may be one of the last
they hold officially on behalf of Chabad as they wait for a legal battle to decide the fate of their
on-campus employment.

because of the support the
students and alumni have
been giving us.”
Junior Alec Zimmerman said when he transferred to GW, he barely left
his room for his ﬁrst month
on campus. But when he
met the Steiners, he said he
found his place at GW.
Yudi Steiner was the
ﬁrst person he told when
his grandfather passed
away, and he said he has
spent hours at their home,
sometimes until 4 a.m.,

without anyone hinting
that he should go home.
“I’m not very religious,” he said. “I didn’t
come from a Jewish high
school. I don’t follow any
movement. But the Steiners
have always opened their
house to me and they’ve always been there.”
Jamie Weiss, a sophomore who has been involved with GW Chabad
since she arrived on campus, said Shemtov’s attempt to remove the Stein-

ers is the result of decisions
that weigh the importance
of Shemtov’s wants over
the needs of the students.
“When one Jewish person is competing with another for power, it really
upsets me because that’s
not what our religion is
about,” Weiss said.

A legal showdown

A judge will determine
on Tuesday whether the
Steiners are permanently
allowed back at GW.

Shemtov said he believes banning them from
campus is still the right
move.
“I understand that there
are a number of students
who are quite upset,” he
said. “But, like many others, once they learn the
facts of the case, I believe
that they will appreciate
more of our position in this
picture.”
Shemtov said students
“don’t have the whole
picture” and are left with
incomplete information
about their spiritual leaders, but he was prepared
to continue an energetic
presence on GW’s campus.
Dean of Student Affairs Peter Konwerski said
while GW is aware of student concerns following
the “recent changes within Chabad leadership,”
the University is not part
of the case. Like other
religious institutions on
campus, such as GW Hillel and the Newman Center, GW does not have any
authority to vet religious
leaders who work with
students.
“GW supports a thriving interfaith community
on campus and through
the Center for Student
Engagement will provide
support and appropriate
resources to address students’ concerns,” Konwerski said.

The Hatchet is looking to recruit enthusiastic, tech-savvy students for our web team.
$17,857

$13,797

Experience in:
• Coding • Web design • IT support
$13,797

$13,410

$12,323

$12,654

$10,765

$9,296

Visit join.gwhatchet.com
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KATE VOEGLE AND
LEROY SANCHEZ
Birchmere
Jan. 20, Free

Listen to the soft-rock
singers in nearby
Alexandria, Va.

THIS WEEK IN
GW HISTORY

SARAH CHAYES

‘1984’ READ-ALONG

Hear Sarah Chayes, a
former NPR correspondant
in Afghanistan, discuss her
new book.

Join in on a day-long marathon
reading of George Orwell’s
classic novel, “1984.”

Politics and Prose
Jan. 21, Free

Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial
Library
Jan. 21, Free

This week in 1989, members of GW’s crew team worked as security guards for different
events at the inauguration of President George H. W. Bush.

After unexpected string of complications,
Captain C kie looks to open doors

''

SUCHARITA MUKHERJEE

The goal is to
have people feel
kind of like they’re
standing inside a
comic book when
they’re in there.

HATCHET STAFF WRITER

The mourning period for the
iconic Cone E. Island is coming to
an end as 2000 Pennsylvania Ave.
heralds in a new era of late-night
desserts with a brick-and-mortar
Captain Cookie and the Milkman.
Students who think the wait for
this new campus shop has seemed
never ending are not alone. After
what owner Kirk Francis called a
frustrating and taxing process that
began in March, Captain Cookie
plans to open as soon as it sets up
tables and chairs on its second ﬂoor
this week.
When The Opus Group, the
construction company hired for
the job, ripped out the remnants
of Cone E. Island, Francis said he
realized the storefront would take
more extensive repair work than
he expected. Cone E. Island, which
had occupied the space for 27 years,
closed last spring because of shrinking proﬁts and growing debt.
The sinks were outdated, the
wiring was not up to code and the
safe in the storage closet was covered with rust, Francis said. Workers
later discovered that the pipes were
clogged by two decades of ice cream
residue, which forced construction
to stop for three weeks.
“We’ve had four or ﬁve plumbers come in and say they won’t [ﬁx]
it because they’re afraid that when
they blow out the pipe it might rupture someplace where it’s leaking
already and then they’ll be liable.
We’re trying to ﬁnd a less cautious
plumber to take on the job,” Francis
said in October.
The problems were made worse
by the age of the building itself, with
the original foundation dating back
to 1896. While blowing out a pipe is
an easy task for a plumber, Francis
said, with such poorly maintained
plumbing, any routine job could
cause unforeseen complications. But
the pipe was successfully blown out
in mid-October, allowing renovations to move forward.

KIRK FRANCIS
OWNER

LYDIA FRANCIS I HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER
Kirk Francis, owner of Captain Cookie, paints a polka-dot design on the walls of his brick-and-mortar store to prepare for its opening. Unexpected delays
in the renovations have kept the store’s doors closed.

Any work done to the building’s historical facade, such as installing the vinyl ﬁgure of Captain
Cookie on the outer brick wall,
needed approval. But Francis said
recognizable details like the sign
were important to a smooth transition from truck to storefront.
During a break in construction,
Francis submitted samples for paint,
tiles and countertops. When he

learned that installing wallpaper in
the store would cost about $10,000,
he decided to decorate the walls
himself.
“The goal is to have people feel
kind of like they’re standing inside a
comic book when they’re in there,”
Francis said in October. “To that
end, the walls are going to be a dot
matrix, probably like a light blue on
a darker blue.”

Inside, the tables and counters
fold down and the chairs stack to
allow for more space – part of Francis’ plan to turn the store into GW’s
new “campus hub.” In addition to
baking cookies, the store will serve
milkshakes and home-brewed sodas, make late-night deliveries and
brew coffee, supplied by Francis’
friends who own Sidamo Coffee
and Tea on H Street in Northeast

D.C. punk scene preserved by library,
bolstered by local blog
REGINA PARK
HATCHET STAFF WRITER

HEAD IN
THE
CLOUD
Four podcasts you need to
listen to – besides ‘Serial’
ZACH MONTELLARO
HATCHET STAFF WRITER
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The fossils of local punk concerts
are not preserved by sand, dirt or
pressure. Instead, they are carefully
archived and digitized by librarians.
The D.C. Punk Archive is looking to beneﬁt from an event hosted
by D.C. Public Library and local music blog D.C. Music Download next
month. The partnership is rooted in
a shared effort to chronicle past and
present-day music.
Psychedelic rock band Paperhaus, whose members are native to
the District, will headline the event.
Three other local bands will share the
spotlight with D.C.’s top music photographers at the 9:30 Club on Feb. 7.
Stephanie Williams, founder of
D.C. Music Download and organizer
of the beneﬁt, has planned the musical and visual event to underline a
celebratory theme.
“You see [concerts] and [then
they’re] gone. Same with concert
photos and ﬂyers – they go away
once the show’s over. It was great
to hear that there was an entity out
there that was documenting all that,”
Williams said.
The artists and photographers
are all well-known in the local music community and have beneﬁtted from promotions on D.C. Music
Download.
In-house donations, plus $1 from
each ticket sale, will go to the D.C.
Punk Archive to help fund its latest endeavor: an online portal that
allows public access to its digitized
collections. Their collaboration with
D.C. Music Download will be their
largest beneﬁt to date.
“This funding will allow us to
create a discovery layer that presents
the music content in a way that provides context, weaves together descriptive, audio and visual content to
tell the stories of local music, and acts
as a point of entry into the larger collections housed in the system,” said
Michele Casto, special collections
librarian for the D.C. Punk Archive.
When it was founded in 2012,
D.C. Music Download served as a
blog where Williams could upload
her personal podcasts. But it changed

D.C.
His mother, Sheryl Moon, ﬂew
from Florida to D.C. to help him put
the ﬁnishing touches on the store.
She said she used to buy houses,
renovate them and sell them for a
proﬁt, a process called house ﬂipping.
“He used to help me, so I knew
he had an entrepreneur’s spirit,
too,” she said.

PHOTO COURTESY OF ALEX SCHELLDORF
Baby Bry Bry will be one of several punk bands to play at a benefit show for
the D.C. Punk Archive.

This funding will allow us to create a discovery layer that
presents music content in a way that provides context,
weaves together descriptive, audio and visual content to
tell the stories of local music.
MICHELE CASTO
Special Collections Librarian
direction when Williams said she realized local music coverage in D.C.
newspapers was lacking.
“I was surprised at how many
bands I discovered while I was going
to a show, but there wasn’t any coverage about them at all in our local papers,” Williams said. “I thought that
was kind of sad. I wished there was a
platform [where] we could highlight
these bands and proﬁle them.”
D.C. Music Download then functioned as a casual blog, with Williams
and a few writers producing reviews
of old albums and highlighting upand-coming artists in D.C.
The blog grew in popularity
within the year and turned into a professional music platform. Last year,
D.C. Music Download revamped its
website to be more user-friendly and

hired a full staff of writers, photographers and videographers.
Much like Hear in D.C.: Vernacular Music in the Nation’s Capital, a
symposium about the District’s music scene and culture that GW hosted
in October, the D.C. Punk Archive
serves as a repository for memorabilia like set lists, show ﬂyers and
photos.
The library accepts donations of
keepsakes like zines, books, records,
cassettes, CDs, DVDs, videos, live recordings, posters, letters and tickets.
“We’d eventually like this initiative to expand to other genres and
time periods of D.C. music and ﬁnd
ways to collaborate with other repositories such as GWU, UMD and
UDC, and link to their local music
collections,” Casto said.

You might not have noticed,
but a movement has quietly
been growing for the past few
years.
I’m not talking about basketball in Foggy Bottom or superhero movies. I’m talking about
podcasts. In light of the popular
show “Serial”, an investigation
into a 15-year-old murder case
that’s averaged 3.1 million listeners every week this winter,
podcasts are the latest medium
on everyone’s radar.
But podcasts have been
around much longer than just
the few months since “Serial”
(which, full disclosure, I haven’t
listened to yet) was released.
Since the early 2000s, hundreds
of podcasts have entertained audiences on the commute home
or while they shop for groceries.
These are a few of my favorites.

‘Planet Money’ by NPR

I’m minoring in economics,
which means I pretend to know
a little about the mechanics of
the economy. If you want to pretend, too, you should listen to
“Planet Money.”
The podcast sheds light on
the seemingly intangible world
of economics by relating it to
everyday life. From discussions
about the drastic drop in the
price of HDMI cables to the astronomical cost of textbooks,
“Planet Money” explains how
economics creeps into just about
everything we do.

‘Reply All’ by Gimlet Media

This podcast’s hosts, PJ and
Alex, talk everything Internet
culture. They explain why domain names can be so pricey –
one of the domains they use for
the show is www.replyall.limo
because www.replyall.com was
too expensive – and explore an
app that’s like Instagram, except
instead of posting a #BrunchSelﬁe, doctors post photos from
on the job.
As a bonus, you can check
out Gimlet’s other podcast,
“StartUp”, in which its founders
stumble through the challenges
of creating – you guessed it – a
startup company.

‘This American Life’ by WBEZ

You can’t talk about good
podcasts without mentioning
the gold standard of podcasts,
“This American Life.” You’ve
probably heard of the show’s
host, Ira Glass, who leads a talented team of journalists and
storytellers that put together
hour-long shows with several acts focusing on a broader
theme.
Every week of “This American Life” offers fantastic coverage of wide-reaching topics. One
week they’ll discuss struggling
schools, and the next, they’ll talk
about a blind man who “sees”
by echolocation. In nicer weather, I block an hour of my time to
sit in Lafayette Square just to listen to the show.
Happy listening.
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MEN’S BASKETBALL
vs. Duquesne
2 p.m. • Saturday

vs. Duquesne
7 p.m. • Wednesday

NUMBER
CRUNCH

5

GW will look to keep its
perfect home record
intact when they host
Duquesne.

The Colonials will try for
their 15th straight win
against a high-scoring
Dukes squad.

Number of matches that went to five sets in the 6-3 men’s squash loss to No. 13
Williams College.
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Sports

WOMEN’S
BASKETBALL

Women’s basketball making case for first NCAA tournament
appearance in seven years
I love the fact that we’re a

ROB BARTNICHAK
HATCHET STAFF WRITER

Women’s basketball head coach
Jonathan Tsipis is known for setting precise goals. He gives players
statistical benchmarks to reach in
games, during individual periods
and even against speciﬁc opposing
players.
One by one, the Colonials have
met them, and as all the pieces ﬁt
together, the picture is looking a lot
like a trip to the NCAA tournament
for the ﬁrst time in seven years.
Coming off four straight wins
by a double-digit margin and riding a 14-game winning streak, this
year’s team looks like a contender
for a conference championship,
which yields an automatic bid, or an
at-large selection from the tournament committee come March.
Tsipis has drawn a blueprint for
success, which has been critical in
sustaining the team’s win streak and
getting closer to meeting his targets.
“We understand who we are,”
Tsipis said after GW’s victory over
Rhode Island. “We like to work
from the inside out and our guards
put themselves in positions knowing that Jonquel [Jones] and Caira [Washington] and even Kelli
[Prange] are going to see a lot of
bodies around themselves.”
The Colonials are 14th in the
NCAA in RPI. They are tied for ﬁrst
in the nation with a +14.6 rebounding margin. They have an in-season
tournament championship on their
resume and are currently sitting
atop the Atlantic 10 with a perfect
5-0 start to conference play and an

team that’s very unselfish.
We’ll give up a good shot to
get a great one. I think our
kids have a lot of pride.
JONATHAN TSIPIS
Head Coach

HATCHET FILE PHOTO BY ZACH MONTELLARO

Jonathan Tsipis has been to ten NCAA Tournaments so far in his career as a basketball coach, and the third-year skipper
of GW’s women’s team has the Colonials playing like they will get him his 11th trip to the big dance this March.

overall 16-2 record, which matches
the best 18-game start in program
history. The numbers are telling, but
Tsipis said there’s leadership and
chemistry on the team as well.
“I love the fact that we’re a team
that’s very unselﬁsh. We’ll give up a
good shot to get a great one,” Tsipis
said. “I think our kids have a lot of
pride.”

Coming into the season, Tsipis
emphasized playing a tough schedule to impress the selection committee. As of Jan. 19, GW has ﬁve wins
over teams that made the NCAA
tournament last year, and it still has
games remaining against Dayton
and Fordham.
The Colonials received 12 votes
in Monday’s Associated Press poll,

the eighth most of any school not
ranked in the top 25. If that effectively puts them within the top-40
teams in the nation, they’d have
some wiggle room in the ﬁeld of 64.
And Tsipis said the strength of the
A-10 this season gives the Colonials
a competitive edge because they
have to ﬁght through every game.
Ten of the 14 teams in the league

have winning records, and no team
is without a conference win.
“The league is much better if you
look at the non-conference records
and you look at what the teams that
have struggled for the last couple of
years have done already in conference play,” Tsipis said.
Jones has also established herself individually as one of the nation’s best. The junior Naismith Trophy candidate is the only player in
the conference averaging a doubledouble, and she leads the Colonials
with 15.7 points and 11.6 rebounds
per game.
Her play prompted Richmond
head coach Michael Shafer to compare her to the reigning National
Player of the Year.
“Who matches up with her?
Breanna Stewart from Connecticut, maybe?” Shafer said after the
Colonials topped the Spiders 77-67
on Jan. 10. “The rest of the country
doesn’t have that.”
Tsipis is still ﬁnding ways the
team can get even better, but it
might be time for the players to
think about dusting off their dancing shoes.

In two years, Colonial Army enlistment more than doubles
HATCHET STAFF WRITER

When Patricio Garino
and Ian Mellul were fresh-

men, the Colonial Army listed 1,500 members in its ranks.
The organization now
boasts more than 3,500 students who attend both varsity

ADVERTISEMENT

and club sporting events, but
are best known for ﬂocking to
the Smith Center, cardboard
fatheads of players’ faces in
tow, for basketball games.
Garino, a junior starter
on the men’s basketball team,
and Mellul, a junior political
science major who is co-president of the Colonial Army, are
something of an odd couple.
But the two have developed
what Mellul called a “close”
friendship, working together
to pull the GW faithful out of
the woodwork as both basketball programs have grown
more popular in recent years.
“We take our role seriously,” Mellul said. “It sounds
kind of silly taking the role of
fandom seriously, but for example, the Richmond game

is huge, and I think that’s a
different game away than at
home.”
Over the weekend, more
than 2,000 students attended
GW’s games against Richmond and George Mason,
the ﬁrst two home games of
conference play to take place
while school was in session.
More than 1,100 students
attended the “Buff Out” game
against Richmond, where
visitors got free T-shirts, and
almost 1,000 showed up on
Saturday to watch the Colonials take on George Mason.
Men’s basketball head
coach Mike Lonergan said
that as the Richmond game
went to double overtime, the
crowd was “as loud as I’ve
heard the crowd here in a
couple of years.”
While Mellul attributes
the Colonial Army’s growth
to the men’s and women’s
teams’ successes over the last
two seasons, Garino said the
group has helped push the
teams.
“Having all the students
at your back is something
very essential to the game,”
Garino said. “The Colonial
Army is something that we
really need, especially in
games like [the one against
Richmond]. They give us that
extra push to keep going.”
Though the crowd sent
chills down Garino’s spine
during his ﬁrst game in the
Smith Center, his involvement with the Colonial Army
didn’t begin until last year,
when Mellul asked him to
join the organization’s executive board.
The Argentine sport,
event and hospitality management major seemed like
the ideal choice to join the
nine-person board because he
“understands the importance
of the crowd and student
athlete-fan relations,” Mellul
said.
“[Garino] would always
text me before [or] after
games telling me what cheers
the team liked best, what he
thought we could try different,” Mellul said. “So he was
always very active.”
In recent years, the Colo-
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Junior Ian Mellul was walking back to campus from work last
year when he had the idea to get men’s basketball swingman
Patricio Garino involved in the Colonial Army as a member of
the organization’s executive board.

I want people to remember
what playing in the Smith
Center is like.
IAN MELLUL
GW Junior
nial Army has created more
incentives to enlist, like free
road trips, T-shirts and admission for joining. The executive board brainstorms
ideas for promotions, merchandise and fan activities
with help from the athletic
department’s sports marketing ofﬁce and the Center for
Student Engagement.
And while Mellul focuses
on the impact fan atmosphere
has for the GW community,
Garino brings the perspective
of a player in his ﬁxation on
the sections impact on opposing teams.
“I wouldn’t want to be a
visiting player in Smith,” Garino said.
Garino, Mellul and the
other board members start
planning as soon as schedules are released, and in
the week before each home
game, a group of about 100
Colonial Army members promote it through social media
and dorm storming, often
with the athletes.
The organization has also
been involved with philanthropy, teaming up with Ga-

rino and the rest of the men’s
basketball team for December’s Toys for Tots Foundation campaign. They raised
$500 in student donations in
48 hours and bought 200 toys
for U.S. Marines to hand out
at the game against DePaul.
Although the organization started out sitting in
the student section for only
men’s and women’s basketball games, today it attends
games for all 24 varsity sports
as well as for a few club
teams, and Mellul said he
wants to increase attendance
at non-basketball games.
“For the teams that aren’t
the hot-ticket teams, when
you show up to a regatta or
invitational, the athletes are
excited, and that supportive
role is huge,” Mellul said.
But the Smith Center,
where GW has racked up
23 wins over the last two
seasons and only one loss,
against Massachusetts last
February, is still the Colonial
Army’s bread and butter.
“I want people to remember what playing in the Smith
Center is like,” Mellul said.

Interested in joining
our team?

JOIN.GWHATCHET.COM

